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Abstract

According to the Non Proliferation Treaty (NPT) all nuclear material is
I subject to safeguards, but according to INFCIRC/153 the full range of

safeguards is only applied beyond the "starting point of safeguards", that is:
the point at which nuclear material has reached a composition and purity
suitable for fuel fabrication or enrichment. This paper addresses the two
questions:
a) is the starting point adequately defined, and
b) what measures could be applied to nuclear material before the starting
point?
Those questions have been asked before, some of the answers in this paper
are new A
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1. INTRODUCTION

The original concept of safeguards against the diversion of nuclear
material [1], is based on the IAEA Statute. Like Euratom safeguards it
uses design approval of facilities, and accountability of nuclear material. It
aims at prevention of stockpiling excess special fissionable material.
Inspectors have the right of access to all places, data and relevant persons
at any time. In the IAEA Statute these safeguards are related to "any
Agency project, or other arrangement where the Agency is requested ... to
apply safeguards". In the Euratom case safeguards applies forthright to all
nuclear material from ore to waste, and both included.

In accordance with the NPT, all nuclear material in all peaceful nuclear
activities should be subject to safeguards for verification of the fulfilment of
the State's MPT obligations. A standard agreement for the NPT safeguards
was accepted as laid down in INFCIRC/153. These safeguards concentrate
on nuclear material from which nuclear weapons could be made. The focus
is on the nuclear fuel cycle activities in which pure nuclear material can
accurately be accounted for. Precise accounting of these materials is
normally required anyway in view of their commercial value.

Nuclear material accountancy is the backbone of the NPT safeguards
system, with containment and surveillance as important complementary
measures. On the whole the application of NPT safeguards during nearly
25 years has been successful. It enables the international co-operation in
the development of nuclear power for peaceful applications in good
confidence. Safeguards have developed in accordance with the challenges
of the growth of the peaceful nuclear fuel cycle. It has called attention to
some cases of real distrust, which have been solved, within the political
boundary conditions.

The events in Iraq, however, have reminded us of the disadvantage of the
limited scope of safeguards verifying the declared nuclear fuel cycle
according to INFCIRC/153. Verification of NPT obligations requires more
than the verification of the declared nuclear material; it requires also
verification of the completeness of the State's declaration, and of its past,
present and planned nuclear activities. It was generally known by technical
insiders that Iraq had acquired a capacity to extract uranium from
phosphate ores. The IAEA inspectors virtually passed by the Yellow Cake
and the production of CJC14> the basic compound for the electromagnetic
isotope separation. The "diversion to the undeclared enrichment
programme" occurred at or before the "starting point" of the NPT
safeguards on the declared nuclear fuel cycle.

Article 34c of INFCIRC/153 defines the starting point of safeguards. It
states that "When any nuclear material of a composition and purity suitable
for fuel fabrication or for being isotopically enriched leaves the plant or the
process stage in which it has been produced (...) the nuclear material shall
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become subject to the other safeguards procedures specified in the
Agreement." Two questions arise from this formulation:

a) is the starting point adequately defined, and
b) which safeguards procedures should be applied before the starting

point?

a) Safeguards at present start when nuclear material leaves a conversion
plant. Most often it is in the form of GF6 or CIO2, but it could also be
in the form of CJ metal or UC14. It can be argued, however, that
purified and concentrated uranyl nitrate, the precursor for all the four
chemical substances mentioned before, is already of a composition
and purity suitable for uranium enrichment. This has been proven in
experimental ion exchange and chemical uranium enrichment
processes. Choosing uranyl nitrate as the starting point would
effectively bring conversion plants under safeguards.

b) It is clear that the full range of safeguards measures should be applied
to nuclear material beyond the starting point of safeguards. But what
means "subject to safeguards" before the starting point? The ore
concentrate or Yellow Cake that leaves the mining and milling stage
satisfies already the definition of nuclear material. To make this
nuclear material subject to safeguards, the State should at least be
obliged to declare it formally to the IAEA. Article 34a and 34b of
INFCIRC/153 imply by their specific wording not only an obligation to
report export and import of all nuclear material, but they include ore
or ore residues of uranium and thorium.

It is most unfortunate that the non-nuclear use and indigenous production
of these materials are not included in the reporting obligations. However the
non-nuclear use has to be specified, which may give already an
opportunity to estimate the amounts involved, because in non-nuclear uses
normally quite limited amounts of natural uranium are consumed. Such
declarations are not defined in INFCIRC/153, but it can be argued that for
the sake of completeness of the declaration of all nuclear material, also the
nuclear material before the starting point has to be included. Especially
indigenously produced uranium concentrate should be included, in order to
allow the IAEA to come to a well founded safeguards conclusion. The
events in Iraq have underlined this point.

Where it is possible to start a nuclear reactor with natural uranium, or to
enrich uranium to weapons usable material, the element thorium is only of
nuclear fission interest after breeding uranium in it by neutron irradiation.
So even if the high abundance of thorium in nature has lead to ascribe to it
an important role in the future of nuclear energy, in this report it is not
taken explicitly into consideration.
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2. REVIEWING NPT SAFEGUARDS

At the time of the 1990 NPT Review Conference new proposals to improve
the effectiveness and the efficiency of NPT safeguards were emerging. At
the IAEA General Conference in September 1991, the Netherlands, on
behalf of the European Community and its Member States, proposed a
number of measures:
• an early submission of design information on new nuclear plants;
• the effective use by the IAEA of special inspections, including the use in

relation to undeclared nuclear facilities;
• setting up by the IAEA of a universal register of exports and imports of

sensitive nuclear equipment and verification of the safeguarded use of
that equipment;

• an obligation to declare all nuclear materials, including uranium ore
concentrate produced in the territory of the State;

• a notification to the IAEA Board of Governors for any application for
exemption of safeguards, before it is accepted.

The first proposal was rapidly accepted by the IAEA Board of Governors.
Also the Board reaffirmed the right of the Agency to conduct special
inspections. However, agreement on the third issue was reached only after
a long discussion. The result is the "Universal Reporting Scheme on nuclear
material and specified equipment and non-nuclear material", which
proposed that States will be invited to participate in the "voluntary
implementation of the reporting scheme for certain imports and exports"
agreed upon in February 1993 by the Board [2]. Most of the major
supplier States have expressed their willingness to supply the desired
information.

The intention of the Universal Reporting Scheme is to provide the IAEA
with comprehensive information about the export, import, production and
location of all nuclear material in all peaceful activities, i.e. including all
non-nuclear activities. This would support the increase of the State's
transparency and therewith the confidence that the nuclear material is only
used for peaceful purposes. When adhered to universally, this would end
the unsatisfactory situation that the IAEA in its cross checking imports and
exports, is confronted with incomplete information with regard to exports,
imports and production of uranium concentrate. Before the scheme came
into being, declarations were missing on the exports to nuclear weapon
States, exports for non-nuclear use, exports by States without comprehen-
sive safeguards agreements, and similar import declarations.

The discoveries in Iraq more or less coincided with important
breakthroughs in several arms control areas. These breakthroughs were a
result of a greater acceptance by the international community, in particular
in the Soviet Union, of openness and verification. Examples of elaborate
verification procedures can be found in the INF Treaty, START-I and -H, the
Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe, the Chemical Weapons
Convention and the Open Skies Treaty. New verification concepts have
been developed in these treaties like 'on-site inspections', 'challenge
inspections', 'managed access', etc.
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The nuclear industry had already for a longer time seen the benefits of a
policy of greater openness. In the seventies and eighties, with many
controversies regarding nuclear policy, the nuclear industry considered it
more and more in its interest to be as open as possible towards the public.
Often more information is given to concerned citizens than to IAEA
inspectors. In the same way governments are providing more safeguards
relevant information in their official publications.

Stimulated by advice of the IAEA's Standing Advisory Group on
Safeguards Implementation (SAGSI) in April 1993, the IAEA set up the
Programme 93+2. Its goal was to evaluate a number of measures for
strengthening safeguards which built on the greater openness as accepted
in related areas. The Programme consists of six specific areas:

• cost analysis of present safeguards' implementation;

• assessment of potential cost-saving measures;

• environmental monitoring techniques for safeguards' application;

• improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the safeguards system
through strengthening measures and increased co-operation with State
Systems for Accounting and Control (SSAC);

• improved analysis of information on State's nuclear activities;

• enhanced safeguards' training.

At present the Programme 93+2 has by and large been carried out. A
report has been presented to the meeting of the Board of Governors in
March 1995. A more definite report will be submitted to the June 1995
meeting of the Board. Technical Background Documentation regarding the
Programme has been made available to Member States.

The proposals for a strengthened and more cost-effective safeguards
system can be divided in:

a) elements of increased access to information and its effective use by
the Agency

b) elements of increased physical access for Agency inspections

c) optimal use of elements of the present system.

A central concept under a) is an Expanded Declaration, in which States are
asked to provide information on their SSAC, nuclear fuel cycle, including
R&D and activities prior to the entry into force of NPT safeguards; informa-
tion on all buildings on nuclear sites, on the nature of commercial,
industrial or military undertakings in the vicinity of such sites, and on
locations directly related to the operation of the sites; information on the
location and status of known uranium ore deposits and mines; information
on domestic suppliers, where known, of major triggerlist items; and
information identified in the Universal Reporting Scheme, mentioned above.
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Reviewing MPT safeguards

The requested increased physical access is related to this Expanded
Declaration:

• access beyond strategic points in safeguarded facilities to any location
on the site,

• access to other nuclear-related locations on the Expanded Declaration
(for example mines)

• access to the other locations on the Expanded Declaration by voluntary
arrangements

For the first two kinds of access, specified no-notice inspections at any
time, have been included in the proposal. Although details still have to be
clarified, and decisions still have to be taken by the Board, the contours of
a new, strengthened safeguards system are already clearly visible.
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3. THE STARTING POINT OF SAFEGUARDS

3.1 General aspects

Technically it is, one must assume, possible to use nuclear material in an
illicit nuclear-weapon programme before it reaches the conditions of the
generally accepted "starting point of safeguards". The Smyth Report,
describes the nuclear weapon programme in the O.S.A. between 1940 and
1945 [3]. It makes clear that the definition of the "starting point" is
problematic. The first reactor by Enrico Fermi was made critical by using a
large amount of cold-pressed uranium oxide powder. This material
probably did not meet the high technical specifications of today's fuel
fabrication. Mew types of reactor fuel, and new processes for enriching
uranium, may use other compounds of uranium, or they can tolerate
unusual levels of impurities. These are all characteristics that are difficult
for inspectors to verify.

During recent decades various new techniques for isotope separation have
been investigated and more or less successfully applied (to name a few:
gas-centrifuge, nozzle, stationary wall centrifuge, plasma centrifuge, laser,
chemical separation, chemical reaction by isotope selective laser activati-
on). The non-nuclear use of uranium metal has also been developed, for
example as radiation shielding, or as counter-weight, and in particular for
military purposes as armouring and as armour-penetrating ammunition.

The enrichment route to a nuclear weapon is made more attractive by this
evolution. Under the present IAEA practice, unsafeguarded natural uranium
can be introduced in an unknown and covert enrichment process without
being noticed. Obviously, this implies a major proliferation risk, particularly
if the produced highly enriched material can be converted to the desired
metal pieces of a nuclear weapon in a military plant that is normally
making the uranium metal pieces for ammunition or armouring.

As stated in the introductory section, the experiences in Iraq have once
more demonstrated the need to have a second look at article 34 of
INFCIRC/153 [4].

3.2 Starting point at uranium conversion

Article 34 states that nuclear material has to be placed under full NPT
safeguards when the material has reached a composition and purity
suitable for fuel fabrication or for being isotopically enriched, and leaves the
plant or the process stage in which it has been produced. That is a good
starting point for material accountability in the nuclear fuel cycle, as has
been done until recently. This point lies in the conversion facility for which
two points can be identified for the start of safeguards based on accurate
nuclear material accountability.

According to the wording of INFCIRC/153 article 34c, full NPT safeguards
should be applied when the nuclear material leaves the indicated process
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step. The use of the word when instead of after can be interpreted so that
all safeguards measures, i.e. design information verification, assignment of
key measurement points and the closure of the material balance have to be
applied to that particular process step, because otherwise the IAEA can not
reach its safeguards conclusion.

At the uranium conversion facility input the ore concentrate, also called
Yellow Cake, is received from the mine. Yellow Cake is the starting material
for the preparation of technological important uranium compounds, such as
(JF6 or 0O2 . The rough Yellow Cake product of the first concentration step
has an uranium content that varies between 60 and 90 per cent. It is
normally transported in 200 1 drums, containing about 300 kg uranium per
drum. Due to this variability in the uranium content, it is not really a nice
homogeneous material that can be used conveniently as a reliable starting
point for accurate, and verifiable, accountability.

Purification of the uranium is performed by dissolution in nitric acid and
heating to produce a slurry which is aged and filtered. The crude uranyl
nitrate is then purified by counter-current solvent extraction using tri-
normal-butyl phosphate in odourless kerosene (TBP-OK). This has the
important effect of separating out such elements as boron and cadmium,
and metals such as molybdenum, which, like uranium have volatile
fluorides. On heating to about 60°C the TBP-uranyl nitrate complex breaks
down to give a purified uranyl nitrate solution. After concentration by
evaporation the concentrated and refined uranyl nitrate practically has the
purity specifications needed for fuel fabrication or enrichment. During the
Manhattan project an ether extraction was used. It was at that time
remarkable that such a high purity product could be obtained in one single
industrial scale process step (paragraph 6.12 of ref. [3]).

This concentrated uranyl nitrate marks the first point in the conversion
plant where a pure and well defined compound of uranium appears, that is
appropriate for defining in the conversion facility one single starting point
for accurate nuclear material accountability. In particular this uranium
compound is also reported as being used in the chemical isotope
separation process of Asahi. So it satisfies the requirement that the material
should be of the required purity and composition for isotopic enrichment.
Application of full NPT safeguards based on nuclear material accountancy,
from this starting point onwards, will include a reasonable large expense,
increase in inspection effort, and related costs, estimated in the Programme
93+2 at the level of 300 to 500 inspection man-days per year for about 20
conversion facilities.

For the different fuel cycle uses, a following conversion step is required to
produce the desired uranium compound. This starts always with denitration
of the purified uranyl nitrate solution leading to (JO3. Thereafter four
different routes can be taken.

1. For the fabrication of CJO2 for nuclear fuel this oxide has to be reduced
to 0 0 2 powder with a little excess oxygen, expressed by the formula
(JO(2+X), in which 0,10 < x < 0,15 . The total surface of the grains of the
powder has to be between 5 and 6 m2 per gram. The impurities have to
be less than 2000 ppm parts of uranium. Powder that satisfies these

12 ECM-RX-96-008
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conditions, and that has not too much neutron absorbing impurities is
accepted as basic material for the pressing and sintering of the ceramic
pellets for the reactor fuel. This basic material is the so called reactive or
sinteractive powder of nuclear grade. If the material at the fuel
manufacturing plant appears not to satisfy these essential conditions it
can be recycled to the conversion facility. Choosing a starting point at
the (IO2 output, has the disadvantage that some nuclear material
declared and accurately accounted for, will be returned to a process
point before this safeguards starting point, because some of the
mentioned specifications are not met. This is quite difficult to verify at a
safeguards inspection.

2. Another route can be taken after the denitration, the chlorination of the
CIO3, which leads to CIC14, the compound that for instance in Iraq was
used as basis for the electro-magnetic isotope separation process. Due
to the current interpretation of the starting point of safeguards, in Iraq
this production was not put under safeguards. It was not really expected
that electromagnetic separation starting with natural uranium, should be
a realistic production or diversion scenario for significant amounts.

3. For the fabrication of CJF6 the purified CJO3 is converted into C1F4 by
reaction with HF, and further converted to GF6 by reaction with fluorine.
The rough product has to be cleaned from impurities through a process
of filtration, condensation and evaporation. The CIF6 is stored in large
containers that are physically of the same shape, irrespectively whether
they contain the purified product or an intermediate that still does not
meet the nuclear specifications. Presently at this starting point, the
inspector is completely dependent of the declaration of the operator.
There is no realistic possibility to verify rapidly and independently the
declared impurity level.

Another ambiguity in safeguards arises by choosing the starting point of
safeguards at the (JF6 purification stage. This is caused by the
conversion of uranium that is recycled from reprocessing. According to
the rules, such material is under full NPT safeguards at the reprocessing
as uranyl nitrate. When it arrives, normally as uranium oxide, at the
conversion facility, this nuclear material is recycled to a point before this
starting point, hence it is taken out of safeguards, in order to be put
under safeguards again after the conversion.

(JF6 is the material to be used in several enrichment processes. When
sufficient separative capacity is installed, the time to make a significant
amount of highly enriched uranium can be much shorter than one year.
Therefore it should be assured that at least around this process step,
measures should be taken to guarantee a shorter timeliness of detection
than the usual timeliness period of one year for natural and low enriched
uranium.

4. For the fabrication of uranium metal GF4 is reduced by magnesium,
calcium, or a similar strongly electropositive metal. The very pure
natural uranium metal is the basic material for the AVLJS enrichment
process. It is also used to make reactor fuel.
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In the current interpretation the products are under full NPT safeguards
after they leave the process step in which they were produced. Independent
verification by IAEA inspectors of all nuclear material subject to safeguards
becomes very complicated if two types of the same material have to be
distinguished, that at first glance appear to be chemically and physically
identical. This ambiguity about the safeguards status applies to two major
compounds for the nuclear fuel cycle, namely CIO2 and CJF6, inside the
process areas of the conversion facility. This point can be cured by moving
the starting point of safeguards to the purification and concentration stage
for uranyl nitrate.

3.3 Improvements at front end fuel cycle

Designing a safeguards structure of Material Balance Areas in a plant,
should not lead to extra work for the plant operators. The Yellow Cake at
the conversion facility input is not yet so well defined and easily verifiable
in terms of the safeguards based on accurate nuclear material ac-
countancy. Therefore the step where the purified uranyl nitrate is produced,
is the most logical choice for the starting point of safeguards based on
nuclear material accountability.

The application of the full NPT safeguards to the conversion plant, implies
dealing with large amounts of nuclear material of relatively low strategic
value. This allows only for a limited and infrequent number of inspections.
The application of modern technical means, might be of help to reduce the
inspection workload. This could be the use of plant measurement
equipment (for instance the signals of installed load cells on plant vessels),
or the application of radiation monitoring. Technically it may be possible to
couple the safeguards measurement read out with the information on the
planned and actual declared operations from the plant computer. However,
the remaining question is, how far should one go in applying a highly
effective safeguards system to nuclear material of relatively low strategic
value? Should one apply another safeguards regime before the present
starting point of safeguards in order to obtain sufficient "credible assurance
of the non-diversion of nuclear material from declared activities and of the
absence of undeclared nuclear activities"?

The present situation allowed Iraq not to report its indigenously produced
uranium. Now the proposed Universal Reporting Scheme demands full
reporting on such nuclear material, and the Programme 93+2 proposals
complete the possibilities for the IAEA to obtain increased physical access
in the context of Expanded Declarations. The acceptance of these
proposals will offer an opportunity to apply this new safeguards approach
to the route of the nuclear material from the mine to the final product of the
conversion facility, with potentially sufficient assurance of non-diversion or
probable misuse in undeclared activities.

Classical safeguards are based on accurate nuclear material accountancy,
regular State declarations and inspections to verify these. In the following
chapter an alternative system is described, in which States obtain sufficient
credible assurance in another way.
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4. OPEC VERIFICATION

In the first years, when the OPEC States had agreed their maximum annual
oil production levels, a chartered accounting firm made audits in some
States to verify the agreed production level. Each month a team of three or
four persons came for two weeks to the State to check the books at the
State's headquarters and to spent about one or two days at some of the
twelve major production sites, of which 80 percent was operated by foreign
oil-companies. In such situation the State and these firms have conflicting
interests. It is in the interest of the State to keep the production values at
the high side to increase their revenues, while producers didn't want to pay
too much. The audit judgement can profit from this situation.

There is useful open information available on the production capacity of the
oil fields, which sets a maximum level. Thick quality of oil requires heating
of equipment and a minimum flow has to be maintained. The data in the
books must reflect physical realities like the limited storage capacities,
maximum capacities for transport by pipelines or ships, and capacities for
storage and flows to the production at refineries. At the moment of control
a random selection of tanks was gauged. Exports by tankers have to be in
accordance with the bill of lading, and movements of tankers over the
world are watched by a private firm that collects and sells this information.

This monthly, labour intensive checking of the production was reduced
after two years to a quarterly inspection frequency. Not all OPEC States
were allowing the same thorough auditing. Subsequently this has been
replaced by other means of estimating the national oil production levels.

The total oil production of the OPEC States accounts for about 40 percent
of the world production. It is for the benefit of all producers to not overfeed
the market in order to obtain an optimum price. Monthly reports to the
OPEC Secretariat in Geneva, have to confirm reality. Mot only the States
publish these data, also the International Energy Bureau, and some special-
ized publishers give their independent assessments of the monthly produc-
tion data. That system of openly published and scrutinized information is
not watertight, but it contributes to the necessary confidence, that the
agreed rules are obeyed by the mutually dependent partners. The supply of
correct information, which is not challenged by others that scrutinize all
available information, increases the confidence in the supplier as a reliable
partner, which is of particular importance for long term contracts.

Open information on the nuclear activities of the States and companies is
given also in the form of official statements by the States, by the State's
institutions and by commercially operating firms. A well known publication
is the Red Book on uranium resources, production and demand, published
by the OECD-NEA and IAEA together [5J. Other information is
contained in the statements IAEA Member States give on their nuclear
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activities at the Annual Conference of the IAEA, publications in nuclear
periodicals, and other news sources including modern communication
media like Internet. Scrutiny of this open information is performed for
instance by national intelligence agencies, political, technical and econ-
omical journals, and by authors of studies undertaken by special institutes
like SIPRL
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5. ADDITIONAL SAFEGUARDS
ASSURANCES

5.1 Assurance and undeclared activities

The word "assurance" does not appear in the technical articles of INFCIRC/
153, it only occurs in article 19. That article describes that the Board has to
take into "account the degree of assurance provided by the safeguards
measures that have been applied and shall afford the State every
reasonable opportunity to furnish the Board with any necessary
reassurance" before it decides to take the statutory steps that have to
follow when it can not conclude that no diversion has occurred.

Here, it becomes evident that the technical safeguards measures together
have to provide the necessary assurance. These technical safeguards
measures profit from the accurate accountancy that can be applied to the
nuclear fuel cycle materials that have to meet high quality specifications. In
that part of the fuel cycle it was possible to set up an objective, formalized,
and quantitative safeguards system. But there is also another part of the
nuclear fuel cycle, where less accurately quantifiable amounts of nuclear
material, ores, and wastes are present. It was in that part that problems
with unverified operations in Iraq, and North Korea attracted international
attention.

It is particularly in that area that the Programme 93+2 proposals regarding
Expanded Declarations and Broad Access, together with new techniques of
environmental monitoring and information treatment, make it possible to
create confidence in the exclusively peaceful character of a State's
activities. As the Board meeting of March 1995 concluded "The safeguards
system should be designed to provide for verification by the Agency of the
correctness and completeness of States' declarations, so that there is
credible assurance of the non-diversion of nuclear material from declared
activities and of the absence of undeclared nuclear activities". We agree
with the implicit conclusion the present safeguards system is insufficiently
able to assure the absence of undeclared nuclear activities with high
detection probability. In safeguards it is well recognized that apart from the
objective and quantified nuclear material accountancy information, it is
possible to obtain additional objective information that is less apt to
accurate quantification. Containment and surveillance measures supply this
information already for a long time.

In the nuclear fuel cycle based on material accountability a closed nuclear
material balance is the mathematical expression of the closed nature of
safeguarding that part of the nuclear fuel cycle. For establishing the
absence of undeclared nuclear activities only a less mathematically
accurate approach is possible. Whether the assurance that can be obtained
satisfies the credibility criterion is still an open question. Safeguarding all
nuclear material also includes the nuclear material which is more difficult to
measure or assess, and which often has a low specific strategic value. It is
therefore specially worthwhile to do field trials with the new safeguards
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possibilities of the Programme 93+2, to determine the optimal approach for
this area, in which accurate quantification of the amounts of nuclear
material is more difficult.

As has been argued many times, the timeliness goal on irradiated nuclear
fuel could be relaxed, when there is sufficient assurance of the absence of
reprocessing in the State. A similar reasoning holds for the absence of
enrichment capacities. More generally the credible assurance of the
absence of undeclared steps in a weapons programme strengthens the
confidence in the classical safeguards on the declared activities.

When safeguards are effectively applied to the declared nuclear activities,
all steps needed for a nuclear weapon programme have to be taken in
secrecy. That means that even if separate steps have a low probability of
detection the sum of these probabilities can be high enough. Detection of
one undeclared step must be seen as sufficient to trigger a higher level of
attention and more intensive investigations. The proposed measures of the
Programme 93+2 have the potential to fulfil that requirement.

5.2 Assurance at the front end of the fuel cycle

At the front end of the uranium fuel cycle Euratom has long experience
with safeguarding the nuclear material from the output of mining and
milling onwards. Producers of uranium ore concentrates have to keep
account of their production and despatches, and to report annually [6].
The Euratom experience has been published regularly [7], It must be
stressed, like in previous papers, that an IAEA inspection right does not
imply the need for a full coverage by frequent inspections, but allows for a
random sampling approach. However, the annual reporting frequency is
quite low.

When the new measures of the Programme 93+2, that include the Universal
Reporting Scheme (ref. [2]) are accepted, the problem that safeguards in
the front end of the nuclear fuel cycle are insufficient, is in principle solved.
The Expanded Declarations and the Broad Access provide the IAEA with
the tools for assessing the completeness of the input of the conversion
facility, declared under the Universal Reporting Scheme. The sum of the
output product streams that are accurately accounted for under safeguards
will have to match with the (less accurate) input data and estimates of the
in-process inventories. The safeguarded and declared operations are not
operated in isolation. They depend on the supply of source materials, they
generate byproducts and wastes. All these flows contain useful information,
that has to be consistent with the assumption of the completeness of the
declarations.

The possibility of no-notice inspections at any time, that include full access
to all nuclear related locations will make a random approach more
effective, than before. When commercially sensitive information renders it
difficult for the State to allow inspectors in a particular area, a managed
access can be applied. The Limited Frequency Unannounced Access for
the cascade areas of centrifuge enrichment plants is a first example of such
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a managed access in safeguards [8]. Possibilities to make use of the
radiation field around nuclear activities have been discussed in [9].

Safeguarding uranium conversion facilities in their totality is a new
challenge. In the coming years, field trials could be carried out in which
Expanded Declarations, and Broad Access verification are applied to the
route from the mine into the process areas of some of these facilities. On
inventory verification a rough assessment could be possible, because in
principle the real processes don't work if they have not a reasonable wor-
king amount of nuclear material. Normally the content of vessels and other
equipment can be assessed. Capacities of equipment have to fit with the
declared situation, including the declared nuclear programme of the State.
Receipts and despatches have to match at shipper and receiver end. The
inaccuracy of the uranium content of the Yellow Cake input can be
overcome by a straightforward counting and weighing of objects, batches,
movements, and transports. The declared product flows will have to appear
in equal amount in the following stages of the declared nuclear fuel cycle.

5.3 Assurance at other points

The new safeguards' verification described here could also be applied to
other nuclear material with low strategic value which is present in large
amounts in the fuel cycle, such as natural, depleted or unirradiated low-
enriched uranium reactor fuel. Depleted uranium, is nuclear material that
has clearly passed the "starting point". The obligations to report on exports
and imports, or inventory changes, leads today in some cases to adminis-
trative information pollution. This happens with depleted uranium shielding
in containers that are used in the international transport of irradiated
samples for the medical field, from and to nuclear facilities. In such cases it
should be sufficient to maintain an up to date record system, so that the
IAEA during inspections for other reasons can ascertain by random checks
the correct status of the recording system, that for other (commercial)
reasons anyhow has to be kept.
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6. THE ROLE OF THE SSAC

It has often been argued that confidence building is an important aspect of
IAEA safeguards. For the application of safeguards it is required under
INFCIRC/66 Agreements that at least a system of records and reports is
maintained by the State, and INFClRC/153(Corrected) requires a State
System of Accountancy and Control (SSAC). This system may have
different purposes. One is the national need to account for and control the
source and special fissionable material (and other relevant materials) in the
State. Another purpose is to provide the essential basis for the application
of IAEA safeguards pursuant to the Agreement between the State and the
IAEA.

The purposes of a national nuclear information and control system
normally applies to more activities in the nuclear fuel cycle than the SSAC
required for IAEA safeguards. The system has for instance an economic
incentive, namely to know the available resources and possible exports or
required imports. The Nuclear Suppliers Guidelines [10] are giving rise
to additional State controls, also on non-nuclear materials and equipment.
Also for national physical protection and criticality purposes a good
administration of strategic nuclear material is extremely important.
Similarly the State has to ascertain that conditions of plant licensing are
obeyed. All this together requires the State to operate a correct and up to
date information system on all its nuclear activities, which encompasses
much more than the classical IAEA safeguards requirement of a SSAC.

When the State is supplying additional relevant information from its
national system to IAEA safeguards evaluation and eventual inspection,
this creates confidence both with respect of the completeness of its control
of the national nuclear programme and with regard to the completeness of
its controls on all international transfers of the nuclear fuel cycle related
materials.

The supra-national safeguards system of Euratom, can not directly be
compared with the described national nuclear information and control
system. However the New Partnership Approach that has emerged between
the IAEA and Euratom demonstrates that important savings can be
achieved by practical arrangements between the two parties, without
delegating the IAEA inspection activities and the responsibilities essential to
the fulfilment of the objectives of safeguards implementation [11J. The
reported reduction of inspection effort is impressive. By appropriate
arrangements with the national systems, that have other objectives and
responsibilities than Euratom, important reductions are to be expected as
well, for both the IAEA and the State. In view of the here described national
nuclear information and control system, the workload to supply the
additional information required by the Expanded Declaration will be more
than counterbalanced for the States, by the reductions expected for the
both parties when the Programme 93+2 comes into effect.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

For objective and quantified safeguards based on accurate nuclear material
accountancy, the present system can be made more effective and efficient,
but by and large it will have to remain. The low strategic value of the
nuclear material before the starting point of safeguards, and the difficulty to
close a material balance accurately have led to neglecting these materials
in the present safeguards based on accurate accountancy. For nuclear
material, mainly beyond the front end and at the back end of the cycle, the
new measures of the Programme 93+2 hold out the promise of important
improvement of the safeguards system. These measures remedy potentially
the incompleteness of the present system. Relaxation in inspection effort in
the classical area of NPT safeguards becomes more acceptable. Recap-
itulating the following points can be made:

The international community has accepted over the last decade greater
openness and transparency of the State, which resulted in more published
information than embodied in the original reporting obligations of INFCIRC/
153 safeguards.

Also the nuclear industry has accepted over the last few decades more
transparency and openness than at the time of the conclusion of INFCIRC/
153. In its own interest it often releases more information (to the public)
than is required to report for present NPT safeguards.

Adopting the present NPT safeguards to these developments, by changing
the text of INFCIRC/153 would be a major undertaking that would require
protracted negotiations, much confusion, and long ratification periods. The
route that is pointed out in the IAEA Programme 93+2 is a pragmatic way
of considerably strengthening the NPT safeguards system.

This paper outlines some ways of using the additional authority which the
Agency would obtain, if the Board of Governors would decide positively on
the 93+2 proposals.

At the starting point of safeguards for the uranium fuel cycle present
ambiguities can be solved by moving the starting point in the conversion
plant to the stage where concentrated and purified uranyl nitrate is prod-
uced.

The Programme 93+2 proposals complement the Universal Reporting
Scheme, with the necessary verification opportunities.

Field trials of the new safeguards at the route of the nuclear material to the
conversion facility should demonstrate the value of this new approach in
increased effectiveness and completeness of safeguards.

If the value of the Programme 93+2 approach has been demonstrated, a
light inspection regime could be applied to conversion facilities irrespective
of whether the starting point is moved to the purified and concentrated
uranyl nitrate or not.
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Further application of the new safeguards should be considered in
particular for nuclear material of low strategic value, that is also difficult to
account for and to verify, like material placed in intermediate or final repos-
itories, waste, depleted uranium, irradiated fuel; and also this applies to
nuclear material in non-nuclear use, like depleted uranium radiation
shielding.
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